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Abstract. Free/Libre and open source software (FLOSS) has been advocated
for its presumed capacity to support native software industries in developing
countries. It is said to create new spaces for exploration and to lower entry barriers to mature software markets, for example. However, little empirical research has been conducted concerning FLOSS business in a developing country
setting and, thus, there is not much evidence to support or refute these claims.
This paper presents a business case study conducted in India, a country branded
as a 'software powerhouse' of the developing world. The findings show how
FLOSS has opened up significant opportunities for the case company, especially in terms of improving its innovative capability and upgrading in the software
value chain. On the other hand, they also highlight some challenges to FLOSS
involvement that rise specifically from the Indian context.
Keywords. open source, innovation, India, free software, software business
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Introduction

Free/Libre and open source software (FLOSS) has been widely advocated [e.g. 14] as a way to promote endogenous software innovation in developing countries. The
developmental opportunities created by the FLOSS phenomenon have been noticed
both by international development institutions (e.g. World Bank and UNDP) and
many of the developing countries themselves [1,3,4]. However, despite the enthusiasm, there remains very little empirical research on how developing country companies could successfully integrate FLOSS efforts into their internal innovative activities. Studies on commercially-motivated FLOSS in the US and Europe abound, but
the results may not be directly applicable to the diverse innovation environments in
the global South. This paper presents some key results of a qualitative case study [5]
conducted in India, the country with the most well-known software industry in the
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developing world. The aim is to understand FLOSS-created opportunities and challenges from the viewpoint of an indigenous software SME.
The focus of the study is on the impacts of FLOSS on the innovativeness and profitability of the case company. Herein, innovativeness means the ability to create and
implement new ideas which generate commercial value [cf. 6]. This can entail improvements to products, internal operations or a mix of markets. The study concerns
modest incremental innovations, which an SME can generate on a regular basis.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second chapter is divided into
two sections: the first summarizes theoretical concepts underlying the study and the
second one briefly introduces the current debate on whether and how Indian primary
software sector could benefit from FLOSS. 1 The third chapter describes the research
approach and methods employed in this study, and also very briefly introduces the
case company. The fourth chapter presents the actual case study results; it is organized in three sections reflecting three different approaches to open innovation (more
on these below). The fifth chapter discusses the meaning of some findings for further
research. Conclusions close the paper.

2

Background

2.1

FLOSS as open innovation: three archetypes

This study builds on the Chesbrough's [7] Open innovation theory, which describes
the recent tendency of companies to 'open up' their innovation processes. In open
innovation, not all good ideas need to be developed internally, and not all ideas
should necessarily be further developed within firm's boundaries [8]. Chesbrough and
Crowther [9, cf. 10] distinguish two archetypes of open innovation: inbound and outbound. In the case of inbound open innovation, companies monitor the surrounding
environment of the firm to find technology and knowledge to complement in-house
R&D. In the case of outbound open innovation, companies are looking for external
organizations to take internally developed technology into new markets. An additional
approach to openness is an interactive value co-creation in strategic partnerships [11,
cf. 10] Here, the focus is on innovating together rather than on bringing resources
over company borders (inside or outside) [8].
From a perspective of a private company, FLOSS involvement becomes open innovation when it is combined with a sustainable business model [12]. The aforementioned 'subtypes' of open innovation can be used to categorize how primary software
companies engage with FLOSS [5, cf. 12,13]. In inbound open innovation, a company
sources free-of-charge intellectual property (IP) from FLOSS communities and uses it
1

The focus is on introducing the points put forwards in the development literature; the discourse is somewhat different in the FLOSS business literature. For the comparison of discussions in the two disciplines, please see [5]
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to produce commercial software products or services. Typically, the main goal is to
save own R&D expenses and/or achieve faster time to market 2. The outbound open
innovation entails what West and Gallagher [12] call “open source spin-out”: a company brings internally developed IP into FLOSS domain. It may aim to to create demand for associated commercial offerings or advance strategic goals such as standards creation, for example. OSS communities can also be platforms for open value
co-creation where diverse stakeholders join forces to achieve a common R&D goal
and pooled contributions are made available to all [cf. 12].

2.2

FLOSS-based innovation in the Indian context

While Indian software exports have grown exponentially over the past two decades
[15,16], many observers have pointed out that the industry's innovative capability has
remained relatively low [15,17,18]. The vast majority of Indian software exports consists of low-value-adding off-shoring services such as maintenance of legacy systems
[15,17,18]. Due to barriers such as heavy financial constraints, 'late-comer disadvantage' and geographical distance from key customers, many Indian software entrepreneurs struggle to upgrade in the software value chain [15,17]. Meanwhile, 'FLOSS
debate' is getting heated: academics and policy makers are arguing [e.g.4,19-22] on
whether FLOSS could help some Indian software companies, especially SMEs, to
increase innovativeness, add more value and capture more returns.
The proponents point out that sourcing technology from FLOSS communities (i.e.
inbound open innovation) saves R&D time and costs and can thereby help Indian
companies to overcome financial constraints and 'catch-up' to older players on the
global software markets [3,4,23]. Another key argument relates to inter-organizational
learning through gradually deepening FLOSS participation (in open co-creation).
Unlike off-shoring parent companies, who often have a strong incentive to prevent
knowledge spill-overs, FLOSS communities are very motivated to share knowledge
across organizational and geographical boundaries [24,25]. This is said to offer valuable learning opportunities to Indian and other Southern companies [2,3,22]. Interestingly, the possible benefits of outbound open innovation has not been discussed
much in the development literature, perhaps reflecting a tacit assumption that relevant
IP and technical knowledge flows 'from the West to the Rest' rather than vice versa.
Some critics have argued that any competitive advantage derived from FLOSSenabled cost and time savings is mitigated by GPL-like licensing terms [19,26]. As
these licenses make it difficult to sell mass-distributed packaged software, they are
said to deprive Southern software companies from the opportunity to benefit from the
'economies of repetition' [19]. Others have pointed out that 'price parity' with pirated
software is shirking the markets for FLOSS in the South [21,27]. It also widely acknowledged that the cultural and linguistic barriers may hinder learning trough parti2

This does not necessarily equal to a 'parasite approach': a company may motivate external
innovation, e.g. by financially sponsoring FLOSS development [5, cf. 13,14].
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cipative process in FLOSS communities [20,28].There are also significant differences
between FLOSS communities on how they draw the boundaries of peripheral participation: some are highly inclusive, while others welcome only very advanced programmers [28,29]. Further, open co-creation and outbound open innovation both require significant investments in non-(directly) revenue generating activities [13] and
because Indian companies typically face heavier financial constraints than their Western counterparts, affordability can become a major problem [20]. Launching an own
FLOSS project is considered particularly costly and challenging human resource wise
[30-32].
Somewhat surprisingly, despite the lively debate, empirical studies on FLOSS activities of primary software companies in India are almost non-existent. Some authors
[e.g. 19] even dismiss the subject by saying that FLOSS plays no role in the Indian
software industry. However, an international survey [33-35] indicates that, while
commercially-motivated FLOSS involvement seems to be a relatively weak phenomenon in India (e.g. in comparison to Europe or Brazil), many small FLOSS companies are still 'out there' and FLOSS experience is also highly appreciated by recruiters in more 'mainstream' software companies. The survey [34,35] also suggests that
most Indian companies limit themselves to inbound open innovation as far as FLOSS
is concerned. Outbound open innovation seems particularly rare, only three Indian
companies were found to author their own FLOSS projects [33]. Mahammodan and
De [36] also analysed FLOSS reuse by six proprietary software producers in India.
While these organizations reportedly attained significant cost savings by using
FLOSS components as 'black box', their developers often lacked sufficient time or
skills to even read the source code, leave alone contribute back.

3

Research approach and methodology

The paper presents results from a single case study conducted in a company called
Mahiti Infotech Private Limited 3 (in short 'Mahiti') which is headquartered in Bangalore and employs 70-90 people. The company employs a customized product development model [37]: it develops 'semi-finished' products, often co-creatively with
FLOSS communities, and later adds value by customizing them to the needs of individual end-clients. The tailored products go to market either as bespoke software or
through the application service provision (ASP) model. Technical consulting provides
additional revenue streams.
While planning to conduct more case studies in the future, the author believes that
findings from this one case study alone may be valuable for the research community.
Especially so, because, to the knowledge of the author, no previous academic study
has aimed to 'give a say' to FLOSS entrepreneurs in India. Further, even though the
case cannot be argued to be perfectly 'revelatory' nor 'exemplifying' in a strict sense
3

Researchers have argued both for and against disclosing the organization's name in case
studies, see [47] for an overview. In this study, the company directors were given a choice
and they selected recognition over anonymity.
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[cf. 38], there are certainly many interesting characteristics to it. For example, despite
its relatively small size, Mahiti has an extremely visible role in the Indian FLOSS
scene. It can also be regarded as a notable example of an SME which has successfully
used FLOSS strategically in order to upgrade in the software value chain. The case
company also integrates elements from all the three archetypes of open innovation,
thereby allowing to analyse outbound/inbound open innovation and open co-creation
within the same organization.
The primary method of data collection was semi-structured interviews of the case
company personnel. Three directors, the company's chief executive officer (CEO),
chief technical officer (CTO) and marketing director were interviewed along with few
senior developers. Two other sources of evidence, documentation (e.g websites and
mailing list archives) and unobtrusive observation (mostly of employee interaction on
FLOSS related IRC channels) were used to collaborate and augment evidence collected in the interviews. In order to cross-check data further [cf.39,40], some questions were also made to representatives of partner organizations. Most interviews
were recorded and transcribed; in few cases, it was necessary to rely on note taking
instead. A qualitative method called Template Analysis [41] was employed to thematically analyse the interview transcripts and, to a much smaller extent, some documentary evidence. In short, this means that a coding template was developed iteratively whilst the analytical process moved forwards. The final template served as a
basis for interpreting the data and writing up the findings. In addition to the thematic
coding, some aspects of the Value Network Analysis [42] approach were used. The
role of this method was complementary and it is not elaborated herein.
This study aims to confirm to the criteria that Guba [43,44] suggests for qualitative
research: credibility (a parallel of internal validity), dependability (a parallel of reliability) and transferability (a parallel of external validity). To improve credibility, the
study relies on several data sources and two different analysis methods as explained
earlier [cf. 40]. The results report has also been shown to key informants for confirmation [cf.39,45]. To ensure dependability, complete records have been kept of the
collected raw data (a case study database) so that other researchers can check them
per request [cf, 22,50]. As for transferability, the results from a single case study are
not generalisable to other situations, but they can still contribute to the understanding
of the target phenomena and thereby provide valuable leads for future research
[40,46]. Further, a longer research report available online [5] provides additional contextual information which can help others to make judgements on the transferability
of the findings to other settings [cf. 38].
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Case study results

4.1

Experiences in inbound open innovation

In order to save costs, Mahiti intensively encourages the use of FLOSS code and
components in all of their software projects. One of the founders gauged that an average Indian software company pays approximately 15% of their profits back in licensing fees, an expense they avoided. However, the cost savings and their profitability
implications varied a great deal in practice as illustrated by two recent customer projects (see Fig.1). In the first case, the company only needed to make minor modifications to an existing FLOSS product, but could still charge a 'premium price', higher
than that of all proprietary software vendors participating in the bid. This is because
the FLOSS product in question met well with the needs of the customer as such and
Mahiti could offer the fastest lead-time. The profit margin was very high. In the second case, the company had to build almost half of the source code by itself before
customer requirements were met, but could still charge a much lower price. The project was not profitable alone, but was still worth doing because the extension developed in this project was expected to be resold to several other customers over time.

FOSS code base
(by community)

$$$$$$$$

Custom code
(by Mahiti)

+-0

Re-sellable extension
(by Mahiti)

Customer project 1

Customer project 2

Fig. 1. Proportions of FLOSS and 'own' code in two projects [5]
FLOSS also brings cost savings to customers and, according to Mahiti's experience, this is helping to expand bespoke software markets in India and other developing countries. Interestingly, unlike most Indian software SMEs [15,18], Mahiti has
highly diversified export markets with customers in countries such as Mongolia, the
Bahamas, Brazil and Tajikistan. They believed this is partially because FLOSS based
solutions are more affordable to Southern customizers, though it is obvious that many
other factors are also at play. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that, while the ease of
piracy diminishes the cost advantage of FLOSS on the realm of mass software, the
impact is not the same on the bespoke software markets. Pirated mass products can be
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customized to a certain extent (e.g. Microsoft Excel with macros), but such possibilities are very limited.
FLOSS licensing did not cause any fundamental changes to the company's revenue
models4: instead of tailoring proprietary software packages, they were customizing
FLOSS solutions. The latter allowed them to add-more value in-house, thanks to the
low 'purchase price' and unlimited customization options. Profiting from the 'economies of repetition' through closed-source product development was seen infeasible
due to financial constraints and highly mature markets: “basically, the curve to recover the funds is very high and this kind of [business] model is not viable for a company like ours”. To the question of whether FLOSS licensing terms limit profitmaking, the CEO replied:
“Yes, if you choose to build your product with open source, you will most probably not become Bill Gates or Steve Jobs. But this is like any career choice, well,
you can become a mortgage banker or a broker. [ ... ] Microsoft is what it is today
because they have spent money on every single line of code that they wrote. But I
cannot start from scratch and build an operating system, I cannot achieve anything
like that unless I do it with open source. And when I benefit from the efforts of
others, I cannot expect to keep all of the profits alone.”
When asked about the main difficulties in FLOSS reuse, directors pointed to difficulties in finding recruits with any previous experience on FLOSS technologies and development practices. This was seen as stemming from the tendency of local engineering education to ignore the skills needs of FLOSS companies and from the relatively
small number of volunteer FLOSS developers [cf. 33] in the country. There was a
recognition of some recent positive developments on the field of education. However,
while some FLOSS technologies were slowly making their way to the engineering
curricula, general code reuse skills were reportedly not. Consequently, the vast majority of new recruits were totally unfamiliar with the whole concept code reuse, only
vaguely associating it with 'cut and paste'. They had to be taught 'by hand' which
tended to bring up training expenses. As a strategy to address the skills gap, the company has started to offer free-of-charge lectures on FLOSS skills to local engineering
colleges.
For the case company, another concern is that, as the vast majority of FLOSS
projects originate from the global North [cf. 48], they do not always address regional
needs as well as locally created software could. For example, the directors pointed out
that there are practically no FLOSS applications addressing non-urban development
needs in India, such as monitoring the quality of water or coordinating rural healthcare. “All of these are possible with FLOSS, but there are very few projects moving
despite a huge demand”, the CTO said. He added that, while many FLOSS applications are relatively easy to localize in terms of language or metric systems, there are
also more fundamental differences in software requirements between countries and
regions. Referring to the cultural diversity within India, he continued: “this is a vast

4
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country and on the way from Bombay to Delhi the requirements change also... so no
matter how much FLOSS there is in a market, it is not enough.”.
4.2

Experiences in outbound open innovation

Mahiti is one of the very few Indian software companies [cf. 33] to author its own
FLOSS development project. Recently launched OurBank (www.ourbank.in) is a
micro-finance software community which has attracted dozens of volunteer developers, mostly Indian engineering students, and NGOs from as far as Brazil have contributed localization effort. Based on their positive experience, Mahiti's directors are convinced that it is feasible for a resource-constraint SME to launch its own FLOSS
community. Success on this arena was seen to depend on “energy and passion” as
well as certain key capabilities (e.g. social networking skills) rather than large monetary investments. On the other hand, the CEO did admit that capturing returns from
FLOSS spin-outs can be difficult: “Creating a product, architecting it, developing it,
convincing other people that it is good and building a community - it is a painful thing
to do, but it is sustainable in the long run. However, it does not provide you with returns like these [FLOSS customization projects].”
The mentioned profit-making challenges exist despite some institutional donations
(e.g. from EuropeAid) towards the development of OurBank. However, most difficulties were believed to relate to the incubation phase. In the long run, Mahiti plans to
step aside from leading the community and become just one of the many contributors.
Such partial 'hand-off' was seen necessary so that the community can “evolve naturally”. Time will show how the transition will work out in practise.
Apart from the spin-out described above, Mahiti has a longer history in doing releases which could be called ‘spin-offs’. Whenever they have a piece of 'surplus'
source code, which has reached the end of it's life cycle, they put it freely available on
SourceForge or similar OSS platform. Because nothing is invested in community
building or even making a website, the cost of open-sourcing is very low in this case.
The company reported concrete and significant benefits once the IP got 'new life' in
FLOSS domain. For example, they once open sourced a very small business application, a leave management system, which was only meant to be used in-house. Later
on, they were contacted by a large foundation, who had downloaded the software and
wanted to have it extended. The company gained a very important customer in this
way, but the marketing effort only consisted of a few mouse clicks.
4.3

Experiences in open value co-creation

Mahiti also plays a globally important role in the development of some FLOSS
products such as the Plone content management system. When asked about business
gains from strategic FLOSS participation, the global marketing benefits were typically mentioned first. The company does not need to engage in conventional marketing,
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directors said, because “FLOSS gives us complete visibility”. Being listed as a partner
on the Plone website was alone considered to be a major advantage. Further visibility
resulted from employees' contributions, which they were always advised to do under
the name of the company, and from co-organizing Plone conferences. However, it
was not only about having one's name visible but, more importantly, about being seen
as a 'shaper' of the technology: “They [customers] come to us because they see us as
people who vision the [Plone] product and not only as people having [third-party]
expertise on it”, explains the marketing director. In addition, FLOSS communities are
specialized social networks were 'word-of-mouth' travels quickly. Recommendations
from other FLOSS community members brought in many customers. To exemplify
such discussions, a UK-based member recommends Mahiti to another organization on
a Plone mailing list saying “I've been told Mahiti has very good Plone/Zope skills and
also knows the server side”.
Somewhat expectedly, another group of reported benefits related to interorganizational learning. The employee training at Mahiti is closely integrated with
FLOSS participation. New employees started by following discussions on FLOSS
forums and they were encouraged to gradually deepen their participation, very much
in line with the classic 'onion model' [49] frequently stated in FLOSS research. The
interviewed employees seemed genuinely enthusiastic about this training method.
One said that while engineering education had only taught her to complete specific
tasks, FLOSS participation had taught her to find solutions independently. From the
management viewpoint, there are cost advantages because new employees are
coached free-of-charge5 by external experts. Some drawbacks were also mentioned,
for example, FLOSS project administrators did not always explain why they rejected
a contribution, which obviously constrained what an employee could learn from the
experience.
As to other forms of inter-organizational learning, the company had benefited from
adopting process innovations from FLOSS communities. For example, FLOSS involvement had prompted the company to adopt and improve the practice of end-user
co-development. As a result, intense collaboration with domestic end-customers, who
paid below-market prices in return of participating in R&D and beta-testing, had become a key part of their innovation process. Further, as a result of their FLOSS activities, the company has become geared towards writing well-commented and highly
modular source code which is easy to reuse internally. They have even introduced an
'internal source forge', a repository where developers search for reusable source code
developed in previous customer projects. These new development practices have
enabled the case company to move away from one-time-project development towards
developing 'semi-packages' out of reusable modules. In this way, FLOSS had clearly
become a booster rather than a barrier to the 'economies of repetition' discussed earlier.

5

Alternatively, the coaching can be understood as a social return from investments which the
company makes to foster its relationship with FLOSS communities [cf. 13]. One developer
said that Mahiti's 'good reputation' in communities helped her to get assistance.
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The challenges discussed in the context of inbound open innovation also have an
impact on open co-creation. In addition, directors acknowledged there are economic
barriers to making FLOSS contributions. However, Mahiti has found several ways to
keep expenses reasonable. Making minor contributions like bug fixes is integrated
into employee training as explained earlier. The company also intermediates contributions made by others, for example, it facilitated local Myanmarian refugees to translate Plone into Burmese and put their contribution online. Or, as in the Hecker's [50]
“sell-it-free-it model”, large FLOSS contributions often consist of source code that
has already been sold to one or more customers. The later model is not only an issue
of affordability though; co-operation with end-customers was also seen crucial for
ensuring the quality of the contribution. The CTO explains: “You cannot release
something [to a FLOSS community] and expect miracles, unless you have tested it
and the only way to test a product is to test with a customer...once it's a stable product
only then the masses [of FLOSS users] can use it”. Reportedly, most of the company's
customers do not mind a contractual clause saying that the source code developed for
them might be open source later.
Interestingly, developers said that they had not experienced any language barriers
to FLOSS participation. Tertiary education had left them with a decent command of
English and, besides, they felt that only technical terms are needed to talk on FLOSS
related IRC channels. This is not an ethnographic study and it was not possible to
detect how more 'subtle' cultural or linguistic issues may shape their identity building
as FLOSS developers and effect their sense of belonging to a FLOSS community. On
the surface, however, the employees seemed to feel sincerely proud of being wellrecognized and respected members of the FLOSS communities where they contributed. For example, they very positively recalled that Joel Burton from the Plone
Foundation had visited Mahiti and socialized with them. This was understood to be
evidence that their participation is highly appreciated. “If we worked with Microsoft,
Bill Gates would not come to chat with us”, compared one.

5

Discussion

This paper does not aim to advocate Mahiti's experiences as a success model,
which Indian software SMEs in masses could imitate. Firstly, it is appreciated that the
study has succeeded to identify more opportunities than challenges. Despite crosschecking information from different sources (including non-company ones), the study
still essentially relies on what the informants decided to share. Most people prefer to
talk about their successes rather than their failures and the informants were supposedly not free from this common human tendency. Secondly, the case company seems to
possess unique capabilities and also has a different market position than most Indian
software SMEs. To exemplify the latter, Mahiti serves direct end-customers, over half
of which are non-profit organizations. As such customers often agree to opensourcing the code, which they have already paid for, the company can benefit from
'the sell-it-free-it' model. The scene is supposedly very different for most Indian
SMEs, which do subcontracting work for multinational ICT companies.
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The paper has 'scanned' several opportunities and challenges faced by the case
company and none of these could be discussed in great depth. However, the author
hopes that the paper has helped to highlight the wide range of perspectives, which one
should take into consideration when discussing FLOSS business in India, or possibly
other Southern contexts. For example, some development writers [e.g. 19] argue that
FLOSS business models are 'less profitable' without discussing what are the likely
alternatives for software companies in that particular country/region. Or, on the other
side of the debate, the 'endogenous' nature of FLOSS is often strongly advocated [e.g.
1,4] without discussing the challenges that Southern organizations face when trying to
launch their own FLOSS projects.
Most prior work on FLOSS-enabled learning, especially in the development context, focuses on technological knowledge transfer [e.g.2,25,29]. However, this study
points to significant benefits from learning new development practices on customer
co-development and code reuse. The study also suggests that FLOSS can have mixed
impacts on the costs of employee training. These are both interesting subjects for
further research, especially considering that the low level of code reuse (often below
5%) and high training expenses are often mentioned among key factors hindering
profitability of Indian software SMEs [15,17,18]. Other topic, which deserves more
attention, is the potential ability of FLOSS to expand low-cost markets for bespoke
software in the South. The strong emphasis, which the interviewees placed on the
global marketing benefits of FLOSS participation, is also noteworthy. Very hypothetically, this could related to the cost of international marketing (e.g. adverts in international magazines) being proportionally higher than the cost of R&D labour (i.e.
FLOSS participation) for Indian companies.
From the viewpoint of the Open Innovation theory, Mahiti's experiences in uploading 'surplus' source code to the Internet are particularly interesting. Their habit strongly reflects one of the Chesbrough's [7] main “ethos”: one should never 'sit' on the
surplus intellectual property. The case study hints that SourgeForge-like platforms
might provide a low-cost route for releasing IP which is no longer creating value inhouse. If the released IP creates value elsewhere, there is a chance to claim a portion
of that value. While getting theoretical support from Open innovation researchers
[e.g. 51], this idea conflicts with many prior studies [13,30,32], which suggest that
any commercially-motivated FLOSS release should be supported by significant investments in marketing and infrastructure building.

6

Conclusion

The study illustrates how FLOSS can blur the boundary between software vendor
and third-party service provider, thereby opening up new opportunities for companies
who lack resources to develop own products from 'scratch'. FLOSS co-creation has
helped the case company to develop 'vendor-like' in-depth expertise and build an image as a co-creator of certain technologies. Due to the availability of source code and
the absence of licensing fees, they can also add more value to FLOSS products than a
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non-vendor can typically add on proprietary products. In some cases, FLOSS releases
have even helped to open up routes to new markets. Meanwhile, the case company
continues to face many challenges such as the poor availability of new recruits with
FLOSS competences in India. More research is needed to understand how the findings may apply beyond the single case setting and whether FLOSS has any potential
to transform the Indian software sector at large.
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